The line shape of optical and electron spin resonance absorption under the influence of the coupled coherent and incoherent exciton motion is calculated analytically. The exciton motion is described by a stochastic Hamiltonian comprising both its coherent and its incoherent part. The coherent motion is represented by the transition matrix element and the incoherent one by the strengths of local and non-local fluctuations. Starting from this Hamiltonian, equations of motion of two-time correlation functions for two arbitrary operators are derived. Using these equations, the line shape of optical absorption of crystals containing two inequivalent molecules per unit cell is calculated. Furtheron an exact analytical expression for the ESR line shape of two differently oriented molecules is derived and discussed in detail as a function of the parameters of the model. From this exact expression for the line shape approximations for several limiting cases are obtained. A comparison between the exact and the approximate expressions is given.
Introduction
Since some years the motion of excitons in mole cular crystals is again the subject of a lot of ex perimental and theoretical investigations. In order to describe this energy transport, two different models have been proposed, namely that of coherent and that of incoherent motion. In the coherent case1 the exciton is assumed to move through the crystal like a Bloch wave, which is eventually scattered by phonons. In the incoherent case2,3 it is assumed that the phase of the exciton is destroyed by mole cular and lattice vibrations in a short time interval compared to the time the exciton stays at a mole cule. In this case the motion of the exciton is due to a hopping process which is described mathematically by a master equation or, in the limiting case of a continuum description, by a diffusion equation.
Some years ago Haken and Strobl4' 5 have de veloped a stochastic model for the description of energy transfer by excitons which includes both the coherent and the incoherent cases. The coherent motion is described by the transition matrix element between the molecules including the Coulomb and the exchange interaction integral. The influence of the phonons is taken into account by local and non local fluctuations expressing fluctuations of the energy and of the transition matrix elements, re spectively.
For this stochastic model a density matrix equa tion has been derived by different methods4-6. Sonderdruckanforderungen Once the solution of the density matrix is obtained, one has the full information about the system under consideration. Especially one may calculate all cor relation functions using a theorem of Haken and Weidlich '. Unfortunately it is not very easy to get the general solution of the density matrix equation. In fact it has been solved analytically or by com puter calculation only for special cases8-10. For the comparison with experimental results, however, often only two-time correlation functions are needed. Thus the line shapes of optical and ESR absorption are obtained from the two-time correlation func tions of the electric and magnetic dipol moment operators, respectively. Therefore it is more straight forward, to derive equations of motion for these correlation functions directly. A further motivation for this procedure is the hope that these equations may be solved more easily than the density matrix equation.
Starting from an Hamiltonian, which is a gener alization of that of the model of Haken and Strobl, the equations of motion for the two-time correlation functions of two arbitrary operators are given in the next section. Using these equations, in § 3 the line shape of optical absorption for crystals with two differently oriented molecules per unit cell is derived and discussed as a function of the parameters of the model. In § 4 we calculate the influence of the coupled coherent and incoherent exciton motion on the ESR absorption line and obtain an exact ana lytic expression for the line shape. The dependence of this expression on the parameters of the system, i.e. on the exchange interaction integral and on the strengths of the local and non-local fluctuations is discussed. Finally by expanding the exact expres sion for several limiting cases, we obtain approxi mate formulas, which describe well the line shapes in these situations.
The Equations of Motion for the Correlation Functions

The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the systems we wish to con sider consists of two parts
H o is a time independent operator describing the coherent part of the motion. Explicit expressions for H 0 are given in sections 3 and 4 when investigating optical and spin resonance absorption. This coherent motion is disturbed by the phonons, and their in fluence is taken into account by the stochastic oper ator H x(t) of (2.2). A;x' are quantum mechanical operators and h^' (0 fluctuating classical functions, functions. We assume hu'(t) to be a Gaussian Mar kov process with disappearing mean value 4' 5. This means that the fluctuations are generated by many independent vibrations with broad frequency spec trum. The indices A and X' describe a complete set of functions, e. g. Wannier or molecular functions. In the Heisenberg picture we have for the equation of motion of an operator 0
with the solution o 0(<) = ( r e x p j -i^f f ( T ) d r } )
T and T are time ordering operators, ordering later times more to the left and more to the right, re spectively.
H (r )dr , * < 0 , (2.4)
The equations of motion for the correlation functions
The two-time correlation function of two operators Ox and 0 2 for £ > 0 is defined by
In this expression Tr means trace operation using a complete set of functions, £>(0) is the density operator at time t = 0, and the brackets ( . . . ) on the right side stand for the statistical average. Differentiating with respect to time we obtain
This expression may be rewritten after introducing an arbitrary function a (t) and forming the varia tional derivate with respect to a ( f ) :
The evaluation of the angular bracket is given in the appendix. From there we have the following equations of motion for the correlation functions:
In (2.9) and (2.10) we have 5= -1 for f < 0 and 5= +1 for £> 0 . The lower index t at the brackets means that their contents have to be understood as Heisenberg operators. The function ^1({/}) is defined by the correlation function of the stochastic process hxx'(t) in the following way:
Application to Frenkel-excitons
In order to apply the above equations to Frenkelexcitons, we have to write Axx' -bx bx', (2.12)
with y\ x-x'\ =y\n-n'\,\i-i'\ and dn ' = where b}+ , bx are creation and annihilation opera tors, respectively, for excitons at site /. X stands for two variables n and where n numerates the unit cells of the crystal and j the molecules within the unit cells. Using such a localized basis, the diagonal elements hxx(t) of the stochastic process describe fluctuations of the energy of the exciton when sit ting at site I, and the non-diagonal elements hxx '(t) 
With this rule the equations of motion for the correlation functions read: ■^-<(0,(00,))=^-(([ffcO j.o.to)})-
Usually on the right side of these equations new correlation functions appear, for which also equations of motion must be written down thus leading to a hierarchy of equations, and one is very happy, if the system is closed after a limited number of steps.
Optical Absorption in Molecular Crystals
The operator H 0
We wish to consider optical absorption in crys tals, whose unit cells contain two differently oriented molecules of the same kind. Examples are anthra cene or naphtalene crystals. In our model we assume that each molecule has two energy levels, which are important for the process of optical absorption, a ground level {(PM = < Pnjo) and an excited level ((P/.i= < Pnji) • The distance between the two levels be e. The Hamiltonian H 0 of this system is given by
describes the (coherent) interaction be tween molecules at different sites (H0_0 = 0), n runs over all unit cells of the crystal, and j (j = 1 ,2 ) numerates the two molecules in the unit cell. The ground state of the crystal will be denoted by 0 ) , and the state of the crystal with an exciton present at site ( n, j) by | n, j) = b n j ! 0 ) .
The expression for the line shape
Applying a time dependent electric field
E ( X ,t ) = 2 E c o s ( k -X -c o t ) , (3.3) our system described by H = H 0 + H 1(t) is dis turbed. The Hamiltonian of the perturbation is given by
Hs= 2 e Xnj 'E (xnj , t) . (3.4)
n, j Xnj is the position vector of the y-th molecule in the n-th unit cell. Using Kubo's formalism n , we obtain for the fourier transform of the a, (/-component of the dielectric susceptibility tensor
N is the number of unit cells in the region defined by periodic boundary conditions and
|/ iV n k is the wave-vector of the light field and X n the position vector of the n-th unit cell. In writing (3.5) we have assumed that before applying the perturbation Hs the crystal was in the ground state and therefore £> (0) = | 0} (0 |, and furtheron used the fact that the Hamiltonian H of the unperturbed system conserves the number of excitons.
The equations of motion for the correlation functions
In order to get the line shape of optical absorp tion, we have to calculate the correlation functions ({b k j (0) bk,y ( t ) ) ) and ( (b -kj (r) b t k>y ( 0 ) ) ), i.e. we have to put 0 1 = b±kj and 0 2 = b±kj in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). Because O x and 0 2 contain only annihilation and creation operators, respectively, and on account of the limitation of the Hilbert space to states with at most a single excita tion, the expressions ( ( ( b x+ bx bx+ bx) t 0 2) ) etc. vanish. Furtheron, for the equation of motion of
we get no contribution from (( (bx+ bx O J t 0.2) ) and in the equation of \ { 0 10 2(t))) the term ( (O x {02 bx+ bx) t) ) van ishes. Calculating the commutators and using (2.14), we arrive at
4-{{b-kj(t)b± tJ.)) -
and / assume the values 1 and 2, s = -1 for 3. With the initial condition £>(0) = 10) (0 ;, which . + , means that for J = 0 no molecule is excited, we get
Using these expressions we have for the line shape of optical absorption
For the discussion of this expression we assume that the dipol moments at the two sites in the unit cell have the same amount and are arranged symmetrically with respect to the 2 -axis, as shown in Figure 1 . Furtheron, we assume the matrix elements to be real. With these assumptions we have ju1 + n 2 = jui* + /x2* = 2 i*z ez , /u1-f i2 = n 1*~^2* = -2 j n x e x . 
The operator H 0
We wish to investigate the ESR line shape of a system of two differently oriented molecules sitting at sites 1 and 2, respectively. Such systems are realized in anthracene and naphtalene crystals. In earlier papers12, 13 the motion of a spin carrying excitation in such a two-molecule system was as sumed to occur via a hopping process. This kind of motion has been taken into account in our Hamil tonian by H 1(t). In addition, however, we consider also the coherent contribution of the motion which, in the case of triplet excitons, is described by the exchange interaction integral J. Because of the dif ferent orientations of the molecules, the exciton sees different magnetic fields when sitting at molecule 1 and 2, respectively. Thus for this system H0 is given by 
The expression for the line shape
In the Hamiltonian H0 a static magnetic field pointing in ^-direction is taken into account. Ap plying still a time dependent magnetic field, say in the .r-direction,
the system represented by H 0 + H x(t) is disturbed. The perturbation Hamiltonian is given by
where Mx is the ^-component of the magnetic mo ment operator. Using again Kubo's theory, the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility is given by
The ox's are Pauli-operators. Assuming that before applying the perturbation the spin is aligned in -2 -direction, we have for the density operator at initial time where oj = h w and the G1(c 7 j , s, p ) 's are defined by Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12).
Equations for the correlation functions
Writing the equation of motion (2.15) for one of the four correlation functions of Eq. (4.6), we see that we arrive at further correlation functions, for which we have lo set up equations of motion, too. In order to get a complete set of equations, for each correlation function of (4.6) we have to consider a set of nine equations. To make the way of writing as concise as possible, we introduce the following notation: 
G3(t, s,p = -D = (a-(62+ 62 o+) t)) t,s ,p = 1) = ({ ( b i+b,o~) < 0 > ;
G 4 ( f , 5, p = -D = (o~{bx+b2o+) t)) 5 J, s, p = 1) = ( ( (&2+ bl ) < 0 > ; G5(t, s,p = -1 ) = (a-(62+61a+) ,) ) (4.8) 6 t, s, p = 1 ) = < < ( V M~°z )to+)) ; Gr>{t, s, p = -I ) » ( o~{bx b2o+ oz) t)) G-f, 5, P = 1) = ( ( ( 6 2+6i O-oz) t°+)) ;
G7{t, s,p = -D = (o~(b2+b1 o+ Og)t)) Gs t ,s ,p = 1) = ( ( ( V o-ö2)(ö +)) ;
Gs{t, 5, P = -1 ) = (o "(6 1+61 o+ oz) t))
Gy t, s, p = 1) = ( ( {b2+ b2o~°z)to+)) ;
G9{t, s,p = -1 ) = ( o~{b2+ b2 o+ oz) t) )
w h e r e 5 = -1 f o r t < 0 a n d 5 = +1 f o r t> 0 .
With the aid of (4.8) we obtain from (2.15) and (2.16)
G4--h [J(G s -G 2) + ( A -B ) G ts-2 p A G l ] -s * « 5 -{ U (G i -G i ) -( A -B ) G . l -2 p B C i -s~-[ r G l -y l Gl\,
&'» = j i V ( G , -G s) + ( A -B ) G t -2 p A G < 1 } -s | [ T Ga -y 1 G7] , G7= j r [/(C 8 -G9) -(A -B ) G5 -2 p B G 7] -s |-[7' G , -y, G"] ,
G 0 = G 9 = j r U(G--C.) -2 p A C8] -i j -y, [C" -G,] ,
JT [ / ( C ,-G 7) -2 p B G s] -s -|-/i[G9 -G8] with £ / = G j)t,s ,p ) Introducing the transform 7 G j(t,s,p) = Gj(co,s,p)
To get the initial conditions for this set of differential equations, we remember that according to 
Gx(t,s ,p )
, from which we get the line shape by With the aid of (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) and performing a Fourier transformation according to with the notation h co = co, h d = d the system of (4.6). However, the calculation is simplified con-differential equations is simplified to the following siderably by doing the integral transformation first. system of algebraic equations: 
(ico-\-i2pAJr 2s T) G^ -2 s yx &5 -i(A -B) -i J &2 + i J ^3 -2 s / j G4 + (i cb + i 2 p B +25 J 1) G. + i(A -B ) G -i(A -B) G± + (i co + i 2 p A + 2 s r ) G^ -2 s y1 G~ + i J Gs -i J G9 i(A -B) G--2 s Yi G6 + (i co + i 2 p B + 2 5 J 1) G. -i] G8 + i J G9 i J G6-i j G 7+ ( i ü + i 2 p A + 2s yt) G8 -2 s y1
Ö 9 -1J G q -\ -1J G m -2 5^4^g-j-(i co + i2 p B + 2 sy4) G ^=
Solution of (4.14) and evaluation of the line shape
For the calculation of the line shape wT e have to know G 1(co, s, p) only. From (4.14) we obtain
s,p) (co, s,p) = 2 s d D (w ,s ,p )
According to (4.7) the line shape becomes 1 (4.15)
where we have used d = h. For the absorption line with / = 0 .2 , y± = 0.001 and 70 = 100 the fault at £ = £ is less than 2%, at £ = £ -£/, less than 6% and at £ = £ + £h less than 8%. The deviation for the curve with the same values of J and yt and with y0 = 10 is less than 3% at £ = £, less than 5% at £ = e -£jt and less than 13% for £ = £ + £/j .
The quantities D x (co, s, p) and D (co, s, p) are given by D 1= ( P 1P 2 + P 3) ( P ,P 2 + P 5)
+ 2 (A -B V (P5-2 P 1P , ) ,(4.
